OUR
STORY
Milan, 8 February 1979

THE BIRTH OF A NEW IDEA.
On 8 February 1979, a new idea was born among the old buildings of the Brera district at the very centre
of Milan: enhancing the Panino. Creating a place for people sharing the same passion: the Panino Italiano
and its art, from the selection of raw materials to the smart combination of its ingredients.
Over the years this idea has grown, bringing the Italian Art of the Panino to the rest of the world.

ANTONIO CIVITA
& ELENA RIVA
EVERY GOOD STORY BEGINS WITH A LOVE AFFAIR.
And it was exactly this feeling that prompted Antonio Civita and Elena Riva, partners in both life and
business, to take their first steps towards acquiring Panino Giusto. Antonio and Elena started off as
customers, and right away they fell in love with the brand that had succeeded in building something
special around the unique “simplicity” of a Panino.

OUR VISION
OUR VISION

OUR
MISSION
Presenting the Panino Italiano as a delightful,
tasty and right way to eat, that respects the
environment, the individuals and animals.

Values
OUR

PANINO
ITALIANO
IN ITALY, THE PANINO IS A NATURAL LABORATORY FOR EXPERIMENTING WITH TASTE:
the variety of breads and ingredients, their countless combinations and the outstanding ability to mix
flavours and tastes. It is an art that combines style and simplicity, pleasure and need, in a unique and
authentic way. In other words, it stands apart from the usual food routine.
In this way, the Panino Italiano might be considered a chance to transform the everyday into an
extra-ordinary experience.

ACCADEMIA PANINO ITALIANO
PANINO GIUSTO IS THE BRAND THAT HAS CHANGED A “MAKESHIFT” MEAL INTO A CHOICE OF QUALITY.
It established and supports the Accademia del Panino Italiano, a cultural Foundation that originates a
valuable identity and heritage to the concept of the Panino Italiano.
The Academy is committed to promoting the Panino Italiano in the world as an expression of
craftmanship, attention to detail and the creativity of Italy.
Manifesto, production specifications and certification are shared by an independent Advisory Board
consisting of several professionals coming from the world of food, culture, communication and design.

THE MENU OF PANINO GIUSTO INCLUDES 3 CERTIFIED PANINI:

“Tra i Due” and “Milano 2015”
created by the starred Chef Claudio Sadler
and “Siciliano”.
For more information on the Accademia del Panino Italiano and on the certification visit the website:
www.accademiapaninoitaliano.it or download the App Panino Italiano.

CUSTOMERS, SUPPLIERS, EMPLOYEES AND PARTNERS:
it is people who are at the heart of Panino Giusto. They are the central focus, through merit and welfare
policies, as well as through specific projects such as the “Fabbrica dei Sogni”, which is a professional
training path dedicated to young talents or Diversity & Inclusion, a specific programme of workshops
and activities to promote inclusion. It supports women’s talent, promoting maternity as an opportunity
rather than a barrier for career and integrating disabled people and ethnic groups.

OUR PEOPLE
RESTARTING THROUGH COOKING.
We believe that professional training and work, more than simple welfare and assistance, can be effective
tools for helping people build a new life, giving them a real opportunity to integrate into society.

Born in 2015 “CUCINARE PER RICOMINICIARE” focuses on specific training and professional internship
for refugees. This kind of project allows us to to share our know-how in the restaurant business, which we
dedicate ourselves to every day. The project is growing year-on-year, with more companies joining us in
offering internships or specific training sessions. In 2017 90% of the group earned a regular job contract
at the end of their training path.

Amongst others, our project was acknowledged as a best practice at the United Nations in New York
(2017) and was given an award by the Robert F. Kennedy foundation for Human Rights (2018)

ENVIRONMENT &
SUSTAINABILITY
PANINO GIUSTO AIMS AT BUILDING AND SUPPORTING A CONTROLLED SUPPLY CHAIN ON PRODUCTS FROM
FARMING TO DISTRIBUTION.
Our purpose is to give back dignity to the producers committed to eco-friendly practices, inspired by the
requirements of transparent labelling and of a culture-affected supply chain.

Panino Giusto wants to promote partners and suppliers pursuing the logic of waste reduction, the use of
renewable energy and of water recycling for production, farming and livestock.

Panino Giusto wants to promote the logic of ethical transport through eco-friendly movements, protecting
the air quality and reducing emissions.

O N T H E WAY T O
BECOME A BENEFIT
CORPORATION
PANINO GIUSTO IS ENGAGED ON A PATH TO BECOMING A BENEFIT CORPORATION, ONE OF THE FIRST
ITALIAN COMPANIES FROM THE RESTAURANT SECTOR TO DO SO.
The Benefit Corporations are companies that choose to comply with strict social and environmental
standards, thus contributing to create a new business model based on responsibility and transparency, as
well as on profit.

We need a new kind of business model that balances purpose and profit. B Corporations are businesses
that are legally required to consider the impact of their decisions on their workers, customers, community,
and environment. Certified B Corporations have met the highest standards of verified performance and
transparency.

OUR

Excellences

OUR BREAD
OF EXCELLENCE
The artisan bread by Panino Giusto is made only with organically grown Italian wheat, with low salt
content according to original and exclusive recipes.

PARMIGIANO
REGGIANO
OUR PARMIGIANO REGGIANO IS PRODUCED IN A FAMILY-RUN FARM AROUND PARMA.
The milk comes from cows of the precious Bruna Alpina breed that are raised in a wild environment. Their
milk is particularly fine which gives a superior taste to our Parmigiano.

PROSCIUTTO
DI PARMA
OUR PROSCIUTTO COMES FROM THE HILLS AROUND PARMA,
the origin of all the finest Italian prosciutto, where it is seasoned for 26 months. The sweetness of this
ham is a magical blend of inimitable ingredients found in the area; the sea breeze from the Tirreno Sea
and the woodland scents from the nearby Apennine Mountains.

VINO
ITALIANO
ITALY IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND ANCIENT WINE-MAKING COUNTRIES IN EUROPE.
The wine heritage in Italy is impressive, greater than in many other areas of the world: a wide range of
native wine grapes that very often merge into Italian designations of origin. The menu of Panino Giusto
includes a wide variety of both full-bodied red wines and delicate white wines giving off fragrances and
scents of each Italian region.

CAFFÈ
ITALIANO
COFFEE BY NAME, ITALIAN BY NATURE.
The Espresso was born in Italy at the end of the Nineteenth century and soon became a true social rite
for the Italians. Creamy, full bodied and with an intense aroma are at the essence of the Espresso: a
traditional moment of conviviality for Italians. The blend selected by Panino Giusto is intense and refined:
a mix of soft flavours able to wrap the palate: bitter chocolate, hazelnuts and cane sugar.

TRAINING
An online platform supports classroom training and allows any member of staff, from Italy to Japan, Hong
Kong to London to view the same content. This allows us to ensure that our exclusive offering is replicated
perfectly for all our customers.

The Maestro del Panino is a professional qualification created by Panino Giusto that enables someone to
achieve the proper technical skills to play this prominent role as an ambassador of the Italian Panino.
The training of every Maestro del Panino takes place at the Accademia del Panino Italiano, a place of
knowledge and in-depth study where “know” meets “know-how” and the art of preparation is refined in
every detail.

OUR
DESIGN
WE’VE SELECTED UNIQUE ELEMENTS OF ITALIAN ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN THAT, TOGETHER, REFLECT
MILANESE DESIGN: A STYLE RENOWNED WORLDWIDE.

The quality of our interiors makes the difference for Panino Giusto.

We implement a style of design that includes natural, distinguished materials such as oak and walnut
woods, stone, iron, and brass, mixed with our traditional colours: red, green and white.

Born in Milan

London
Paris

MILAN

Rome
Tokyo

WHERE WE ARE

Hong Kong

BORN IN MILAN IN 1979,
NOW YOU CAN TASTE THE ITALIAN PANINO IN 5 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES:
Italy, England, France, Japan, Hong Kong and USA.
We now have 32 restaurants:
ITALY
• Milan (21) • Rome (2) • Sardinia (1) • Noventa (1) •
WORLD
• London (1) • Hong Kong (2) • Japan (3) • Paris (1) •

Enjoyed globally

WHAT OUR

Costumers
say about us

“Right, that’s it. We’re calling it.
These guys do the BEST PANINI IN LONDON.”
“The Panino is an art and you are Artists!”
“I started going to Panino Giusto when I was a
child and it used to be Corso Garibaldi’s
“And then there’s dessert.
Oh dessert.
If you have any sense at all order the tiramisu.

restaurant. It’s been thirty years and the quality
hasn’t changed since then. Have a lunch or
dinner here, it’s always great.”

It’s, quite simply, out of this world.”

“Panino Giusto serves up little slices of Italy,
in Panini form.”

